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Hello Bidcoites!

We started with the goal of having a magazine that was by 
Bidcoites, for Bidcoites and of Bidcoites. So what you get to see 
is what you have contributed – or have played a part in events, 
accomplishments and miscellany activities - all of which gets to 
be counted. Unfortunately for want of space, some events and 
moments may not be featured.

Thanks to so many of you for contributing to the magazine. 
Thanks to many of you for having played a part in making this 
magazine happen. For us all, this is a tangible piece of ourselves 
wrapped in history, something to show off, something to store 
and remember each other by and most of all to remind ourselves 
that we are a family. The Bidco Family.

Oh Yes – please keep the suggestions coming. Praises are 
welcomes. Brickbats not so much, but we have managed to get 
thick skins – so don’t be afraid to suggest improvements. It is, 
after all, your magazine and you should have a say in it.

Have a good time!!!              

Phil D Anthony

Foreword
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importantly – among all of us at Bidco.  I would want Bidco 

Today to be a beacon of light as it should be steady mirror of 

our accomplishments and our goals.

This is our own journal and journaling is good, so says Robin 

Sharma. So let’s write and read what we want to. A house 

journal goes a long way in recording our own big and small 

accomplishments and all of us should strive to make every 

issue of lasting importance – becoming a time capsule for all 

of us now and for others to join in the future – of what Bidco 

continues to be – because of all of our efforts.

Let me end this with a small quote – “If you want to live a 

happy life, tie it to a goal, not to people or things."  So says 

Albert Einstein. So I would want all Bidcoites to live that life. A 

Happy, and Healthy living that benchmarks life of Bidcoites, 

at Bidco Today.                 

Three months down the year and Bidco stands at an 
exciting point! While we celebrate Kenya’s 50th year 
of independence (elsewhere the Nigerians celebrate 
a 100 years of the same with equal fervour!), Bidco 
itself into its 28th year now has fixed its goal on 
conquering the African market in the coming days.

Equipped with the finest brands and the finest brand 

of people in the continent, the goals that we have set for 

ourselves does not seem difficult. We are set to launch new 

a line of products and enter new markets in the coming days 

– and all them ably supported by our high quality standards 

and our proactive supply chain management system. Africa 

beckons and Bidco is ready and I want all of us to have our 

eyes fixed on the horizon and aim for our goals. 2X and 4X are 

not just algebraic numbers but living and breathing, constant 

reminders that we have to work hard, very hard if we are to 

achieve our targets. Team work is the beacon call.  

I am happy that this magazine is out and in your hands or in 

front of your eyes… and stands as a testimony to the Bidco 

Quality and trust – not just among our consumers but equally 

If you want to live a 
happy life, tie it to a 
goal, not to people 
or things."  So says 

Albert Einstein.

GO BIDCOITES!
VIMAL SHAH
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WORK ETHICS

When we say we are going to work, work 
becomes the place of employment. When 
we say we are working, the implication 
is that we are engaged in a work-related 
activity and should be performing one or 
more specific tasks. However, the word 
work in today’s global economy does not 
easily denote specific outcomes, much 
less measurable ones.

Years ago when our economy was 
agrarian based, farmers said they were 
going to work the fields. Their work or 
more specifically the outcomes of their 
work could be viewed from the plowed 
fields to the stacked bales of hay. In 
today’s technology and service driven 
economy, workers outcomes are not as 
nearly recognizable, but what is noticed 
is their behavior.

Now, ethics is a difficult word to define, 
as it is more than the enhancement of 
outcomes. This is aptly demonstrated by 
the variety of expectations such as being 
to work or b-school on time, performing 
quality work, being self-directed, having 
self-initiative, or being positive to both 

fellow contributors and customers. Ethics, 
from these expectations, encompass the 
internal behaviors of the contributors or 
what I really believe are attitudes.

Let’s step out of the box and construct 
a new and more accurate term that 
meets the expectations of both the 
business, manufacturing technology 
and educational worlds. First, let’s ask 
ourselves are we more concerned with the 
behavior or the attitudes? If we recognize 
that it is the attitudes that drive the 

behaviors that generate the outcomes, 
it would suggest that the contributors’ 
attitudes have the greater impact on the 
outcomes. 

Next, since behavior has numerous 
meanings, possibly we can substitute 
performance for behavior. Performance 
can be measured provided the 

organization has accurate and complete 
expectations, valid assessments that do 
not penalize the contributors along with 
a well-communicated strategic plan. 
Through clearly articulated goals with 
consistent leadership and management, 
contributors have the opportunity to 
improve their performance thereby 
achieving measurable results.

Attitudes of performance appear then 
to better describe the desired outcomes 
and expectations that we have as 

employers, manufacturer, educators 
or even business parents. As we all are 
contributors, by focusing on attitudes 
early in our performance experiences, 
we have the means to improve ourselves 
and more importantly our corporation and 
community.        

A PARADIGM SHIFT 

R. Jena, Ph.D. 

Work ethics is a hot topic in today’s business and 
corporate management world. Yet, how do we define this 
hybrid phrase with the word work meaning more than a 

specific outcome and the word ethics being more than the 
values that enhance that outcome?
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TARUN SHAH

“You will never find time for anything. If you want time you must make it,” 

Charles Robert Buxton says which is reverberated in another manner by 

Vince Lombardi – “The difference between a successful person and others 

is not a lack of strength, not a lack of knowledge, but rather a lack of will.” 

We at Bidco pride ourselves for being world class and I take this 

opportunity to share with you some of the world’s most inspirational quotes 

as selected by the Canadian Professional Sales Association. For obvious 

reasons I wish to emphasise this message to the marketing and sales team, 

but look deeply and it applies to all of us across the group... 

“EXTRAORDINARY PEOPLE 
GO THE EXTRA MILE!” 
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“The difference between try and 
triumph is just a little umph!” – Marvin 
Phillips

“Every brand isn’t for everybody, and 
everybody isn’t for every brand.” – Liz 
Lange

“The most unprofitable item ever 
manufactured is an excuse.” – John 
Mason

“Success is the culmination of failures, 
mistakes, false starts, confusion, 
and the determination to keep going 
anyway.” – Nick Gleason

“Most people think "selling" is the 
same as "talking". But the most 
effective salespeople know that 
listening is the most important part of 
their job.” – Roy Bartell

“You don't close a sale; you open a 
relationship if you want to build a long-
term, successful enterprise.” – Patricia 
Fripp

“If you are not taking care of your 
customer, your competitor will.” – Bob 
Hooey

“If we all did the things we are capable 
of doing, we would literally astound 
ourselves.” – Thomas Edison

“Obstacles can't stop you. Problems 
can't stop you. Most of all, other 
people can't stop you. Only you can 
stop you.” – Jeffrey Gitomer

“Great works are performed not by 
strength but by perseverance.” – 
Samuel Johnson

“Opportunities are usually disguised 
as hard work, so most people don’t 
recognize them.” – Ann Landers

 “You can do anything if you have 
enthusiasm. Enthusiasm is the yeast 
that makes your hopes rise to the 
stars. With it, there is accomplishment. 
Without it there are only alibis”. – 
Henry Ford

“Do not let what you cannot do 
interfere with what you can do.” – 

John Wooden

“The best sales questions have your 
expertise wrapped into them.” – Jill 
Konrath

“Most of the important things in the 
world have been accomplished by 
people who have kept on trying when 
there seemed to be no hope at all.” – 
Dale Carnegie

“Lack of direction, not lack of time, is 
the problem. We all have twenty-four 
hour days.” – Zig Ziglar

 “Excellence is not a skill. It’s an 
attitude.” – Ralph Marston

“Goals aren't enough. You need goals 
plus deadlines: goals big enough to 
get excited about and deadline to 
make you run. One isn’t much good 
without the other, but together they 
can be tremendous.” – Ben Feldman

I will end this with another gem which 
is oft quoted but rarely applied by 
many of us. When we want to achieve 
something, we usually try very hard 
and if it is really important – we are 
willing to put in that extra mile or extra 
hour or extra effort. Most great men 
are known to go the extra mile to 
accomplish their objectives. However 
ordinary people are never ready to go 
that extra mile. They are content with 
their routine lives and goals. So the 
moot point is what do we want to be? 
Ordinary or extra-ordinary? Do we 
wish to accomplish and overtake our 

goals or stay fixated to the minimum 
achievements (like minimum wages) 
that will ensure our routine lives?  

So the moot 
point is what 

do we want to 
be? Ordinary 

or extra-
ordinary?

At Bidco, let us work on the culture 
of excellence – of doing things 
excellently. Let the world know us as 
an organisation where its people are 
ambassadors of excellence – people 
who are willing to go that extra 
mile, people who are extraordinary. 
That would make Bidco a really 
extraordinary organisation. That would 
make our goal of becoming Africa’s 
leading FMCG group a foregone 
conclusion!

So my fervent wish to all of you is 
this – be ready and strive go that extra 
mile! 

You will achieve the impossible!!       
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Long serving employee

What they all said....... 
HR - we enjoyed working with him during his time here and we consider him 
not only a valuable asset to our company, but a dedicated employee in his 
work as a plant in-charge in Soap Department, as well. His hard work and 
diligence has greatly benefitted our company, and we hope that the remaining 
employees here will strive to follow his celebrity example.

It has always been our pleasure to work with Mr. Walter. So, while we are 
saddened to see him go, we are confident that he will find the same success 
and happiness in retirement that he experienced during his time here at 
Bidco. We wish him the best in his future endeavors. Retirement will surely 
offer him many new opportunities, which we know he will embrace whole-
heartedly, just as he did at Bidco.

Maxwell Sande says “Wow! This is good news and we are happy to learn that 
Mr. Walter has retired. He welcomed me in Bidco when I joined him some 
17 years ago and I admired his spirit. We have learnt a lot from him and he 
had Bidco at heart. This is the Spirit as we hand over power to the juniors. 
Congratulations from all of us at the field force. You gave us good quality soap 
and kept on improving. We wish you all the best!” 

Francis Mutala Said, “It has been a great pleasure to work with Mr. Walter . 
He is a fighter and never gave up easily despite all the challenges. He was 
able to work with different age mates and people from all parts of the world. 
He updated himself easily with changes in technology and work environment. 
I wish him well in his retirement.”

Robert Libosor says, “Working with Walter has been very rewarding to 
me because in him I found a level-headed person whose advice came 
handy whenever there was a problem. He is the gentleman I would consult 
and at the end of the day we made a break-through in whatever seemed 
challenging. Now that time has come for you to retire, I thank GOD for the 
period that we spent together and wish that HE will continue to sustain and 
bless you in your retirement. Happy Retirement and continued good health.”

Joseph Naibei Says, “Dear Bidco Family, Indeed it has been a pleasure 
working with Walter whom we fondly referred to as “Mzee’. He has been an 
inspiration & Mentor to many of us. We shall (as a Value stream) dearly miss 
him & his Wisdom. However, that doesn’t mean that the Journey for 4x will be 
affected. We shall ensure that we stay on course & deliver as per his enduring 
spirit!!!”

Humphrey lwova says, “Dear “Rain Maker”, Congratulations and all the best 
on your retirement! Do you believe in saying that life starts at retirement? Well! 
I guess you should, because starting today, no loads of office works but full-
time of rest and joy. I’m sure I’m gonna miss you. Working with you through 
several years is really my pleasure. Happy retirement and I know this is the 
perfect time for you to enjoy endless vacation. God bless!”                

Long serving employee, 

really long serving (25 years!)

Mr. Walter Agonda of Bidco 

Oil Refineries retired on 31st 

December, 2013 and many from 

Bidco got together to wish him 

good bye at the training hall and 

there was a plethora of praises 

and accolades that would have 

warmed the cockles of every 

heart!

Way to go Mr Walter! No doubt 

you have left behind a good 

legacy!
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LONG SERVING EMPLOYEE
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(RIGHT) Bidco Oil Refineries’ 

Thika factory opened a new 

state of the art kitchen facility. It 

was all smiles as the Chairman, 

Mr. B.D. Shah, led the directors 

and staff in the opening 

ceremony. The ultra-modern 

spacious facility will ease the 

congestion earlier experienced 

due to the single kitchen 

previously used for the services. 

(RIGHT & TOP) Bidco’s Caroline 

Wanjohi gives a lesson on how 

to wash hands to pupils of 

General Kago primary school to 

mark the Global hand washing 

day.

BIDCO NEWS
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Bidco at the Cake festival

in Nairobi

Bidco at the Cake festival
in Nairobi

BIDCO NEWS

It was pomp and colour at the African Food Festival which 
took place at the ngong’ race course – Nairobi

Bidco participated in Thika Exhibition Trade Fair, where   
the group showcased our range of quality animal feeds 

Bidco’s Caroline Wanjohi making the monthy donation
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German trade visitors examine the products

VISITORS

Visitors from the Kenya Defence 

Force were suitably impressed

Japanese trade delegation are all smiles after 

the company tour.

Visitors from Braeburn pose for the camera

World Bank Team being shown around the factory by our 
Chairman BD Shah, Director - Dipak Shah and Mihir Shah

Dipak Shah, Bidco’s Director,

holds talk with the visitors. 
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LONG SERVING AWARDS

On 26th February 
2014, there was an 
abnormal sound in the 
line 2 - final plodder 
gearbox at SOAP 1 
department, based on 
the inspection it was 
realized that the bearing 
was damaged. The 
mechanical engineering 
team went ahead and 
got one bearing from 
the engineering non-
usable items which was 
fitted and the line started 
running smoothly. Such 

Cecilia Mwangi receives an award certificate 

from Director Mr Dipak Shah
Nishil Sanghrajka receives an award certificate 

from Director Mr Dipak Shah

Mutinda Mweu receives  certificate from 
Chairman BD Shah
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kind of bearings normally are not kept in our stores due to their high cost and low frequency of  deterioration.

The initiative of utilizing the available resources and the professionalism that the team portrayed have 
impressed the management and the entire team immensely. We deem ourselves honored to have them in 
our organization. Seeing their diligence, self-motivation and focus demonstrated creativity and a source of 
motivation for the rest of the department.

ENGINEERING TEAM RISES TO THE OCCASION SAVES THE DAY!
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SELF-IMPROVEMENT
MIRACLES OF SELF DISCIPLINE

Self-discipline is the most lethal weapon in 
the armory of all the successful people in the 
world. It is the ability to do what you should 
do when you should do it whether you feel 
like doing it or not. It’s a habit which one can 
learn with practice and repetition. It takes 
only 21 days to form any new habit. 

Napoleon Hill in his book “Think and grow 
Rich” mentioned that among all the 17 
principles of success, self discipline is the 
master key to riches. With that everything 
works, without that nothing works, however 
brilliant and intelligent the person may be.

There are 9 disciplines which we can 
develop to bring about positive changes in 
our life and live a well contented life. All are 
interlinked with each other. Every exercise of 
discipline in one area strengthens discipline 
in every other area while weakness in 
disciplines in any one of them also affects the 
other disciplines as well.

Discipline of Clear thinking versus Fuzzy 
thinking:- The quality of thinking determines 
the quality of decisions and choices. The 
decisions and choices in turn determines the 
actions what we take. Actions finally leads to 
results. The quality of our life is determined 
by the results. Without clarity of thoughts, 
our life is like  boat without a rudder.

We are living in an age of distractions where 
hardly we get time for thinking. We need to 
spend some time in solitude to reflect on our 
life & experiences to get clarity and be laser 
focused to our goals. We must remember 
that, “Clarity precedes mastery”.

Discipline of Daily Goal setting:- Focus and 
concentration are essential to success. 
We need to have written goals to keep our 
mind free for creative thoughts. We should 
channelize our energy in striving to achieve 
Top 5 goals and values of our life. We should 
have our Top 5 daily, monthly and yearly 
goals. The discipline of daily written goal 
setting is a must to excel & keep ourselves 
focused to our goals.

Discipline of Daily Time management:- Time 
is the essence of life. Every minute spend 
in planning saves 10 minutes in execution. 
Brian Tracy recommends to categorize 
all our jobs in 5 classes under A,B,C,D,E 
category before we start working on them. 
“A type of jobs” are  Must Do, B should do, 
C nice to do and  D classes of jobs  should 
be delegated. The jobs which are “E” types 
should be eliminated altogether from our list. 
The rule of the time management discipline 
is, we should not touch B type of job if A 
type of job is pending. As per  Peter Drucker, 
an average person just for the sake of being 
busy channelizes his energy in doing the 
things most efficiently which should not be 
done at all.

Discipline of Courage:- FEAR is nothing but 
Fantasized experience Appearing Real. The 
best strategy to overcome the fear of failure 
is to do the things you fear the most and the 
death of fear is certain. We should keep on 
expanding our comfort zone on daily basis by 
showing courage on daily basis as the key to 
success is “Keep Expanding Yourself”.

Discipline of worldclass Physical Fitness:- 
Health is our greatest asset. What is the 
fun in being the richest person of the world 
in cemetery? World best cars being used 
for visiting hospital instead of places of 
fun & recreation. It’s our social and moral 
responsibility to keep ourselves fit and remain 
productive till our last breathe. 

The best gift we can give to our family is 
health. Twenty minutes of exercise in the 
morning and 20 minutes of second wind 
workout (2WW) of 20 minutes in the evening 
is highly recommended for peak performance 
by the experts. 

H.A. Dorfman - The Mental ABCs of Pitching

Discipline of Regular Savings & Investments:- 
To lead an extraordinary life devoid of 
financial stress & tension we must develop 
the habit of regular savings and investments. 
We need to invest in our financial education 
regardless of our formal education to amass 
wealth for our future.

Discipline of Hard work:- There is no 
substitute of hard work. The harder you work, 
the luckier you get.

The microwave mentality and quick fixes 
doesn’t work in real life. The person who 
sweats more in practice bleeds less in war.

Discipline of Continuous Learning:- This is 
an ultimate discipline which if we inculcate 
in our DNA will transform our life. We 
should develop the discipline of dedicated 
continuous learning to discover ourselves 
and do justice to the potential we are 
bestowed with. If we develop the habit of 1 
% improvement on daily basis, we shall get 
stunning results.

Discipline of Persistence:- Persistence is 
self- discipline in action. It’s the measure of 
our self-discipline. Napoleon Hill rightly said, 
“Persistence is to the character of a man or 
women as carbon is to steel. None of the 
above discipline will work if we do not have 
the virtue to persist on any goal we embark 
upon.

There are following seven major benefits of 
Self Discipline:-
1.  It guarantees your success.

2.  You get more done, faster & better than 
other people.

3.  You will add more value & will be paid 
more.

4. Greater sense of self control, self - 
reliance  & personal power.

5.  Key to self-esteem, self-respect.

7.  Our self- confidence increases and there 
is less fear of failure & rejection.

8.  We develop the strength of character 
to persist over all obstacles until we 
succeed and achieve our personal 
greatness. 

Girendra Singh

“Self-discipline is a form of freedom. Freedom from laziness and 
lethargy, freedom from the expectations and demands of others, 

freedom from weakness and fear—and doubt. Self-discipline 
allows a pitcher to feel his individuality, his inner strength, his talent. 
He is master of, rather than a slave to, his thoughts and emotions.”
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Uniting Kenya 
through the Ages
There’s nothing like heritage to unite a 
country. And as Kenya turns 50 and KIMBO 
a few years short of turning 75, it’s a pretty 
good time to relook at this super brand 
which has captivated and enamoured 
Kenyan cooking through the ages. 

Say ‘KIMBO’ and see eyes light up as almost 
every Kenyan reminisces nostalgically 
of the tender years when they grew 
up eating breakfast, lunch and dinner 
cooked deliciously with KIMBO white 
fat, a constant in the kitchen, never 
mind who was cooking. The image 
that conjures up in the mind is sepia-
tinted but the memory of the taste, of 
the lovely morsels fed by your mother, 
(or father/grandmother?) still lingers in 
the subconscious. 

KIMBO does that to everyone. 

Some elementary things in life go on 
to influence and direct everybody’s 
lives and KIMBO has been doing that 
for most Kenyans. Some brands are 
etched in the minds of people as if 
it were a part of them. And KIMBO 
has managed to imbibe that feeling 
because it is not just a cooking 
medium – it is a way of life for many, a part 
of their lives as they grew up and went on to 
make KIMBO a part of their changing lives, 
their new homes and taking it forward were 
the children and so on. 

KIMBO, the edible constituent has become 
an indelible part of every Kenyan home, in 
most ways becoming an indistinguishable 
part of their lives. KIMBO translates into a 
culture, the Kenyan culture. It symbolizes the 
quintessential Kenyan family with all its ethos 
and wonderful emotional bondage. The 
marketers of KIMBO call it the heart of every 
meal. For most consumers, it is the heart 
of the kitchen. In a changing Kenya, it has 
always been a constant.

The brand name has remained synonymous 
with good meals. But has seen 
improvements that has constantly helped the 
brand evolve giving much more benefits to 
the consumers. Fortified with vitamins A, D, 
and E has made more Kenyans healthy and 
live longer. It is wholly neutral in taste with 
a pleasant appetizing aroma that does not 
interfere with the desired taste of the cooked 
food. Being vegetable based, it is also 
cholesterol free. 

People loved, and continue to love, KIMBO 
because it offers quality at affordable price. 

It made and makes food taste awesomely 
better. It made and makes lives better. 
KIMBO was a statement. KIMBO was and 
continues to be an experience that stays 
etched for long. 

Was it only the taste that made it different? 
Oh no, the packaging was also attractive and 
constantly changing according to the times, 
In the 1970s KIMBO started appearing in 
the current attractive plastic tubs. Recently 
in 2004, KIMBO became the first brand 
to come in full colour shrink sleeves and 
consumers loved it even more! Bidco went 

on to improvise and upgrade KIMBO from a 
hard textured fat to soft, smooth shortening-
type of cooking fat. Families haven’t stopped 
asking for more.

What is KIMBO?

White cooking fat made from pure vegetable 
oils such as refined palm oils and their 
derivatives. 

The first fully Kenyan brand has grown over 
the years, enjoying the number one spot in 
the East African market. Being the original 
white cooking fat with a long and successful 
history, KIMBO is a Kenyan national icon 
in its sector. The growth of supermarkets 
and grocery stores in the country has seen 
the brand’s turnover increase significantly. 
KIMBO offers a distinctive brand choice 
based on the heritage and values that are 
embodied in the brand - one that reflects 
the consumer’s personality and status. 
The brand has been - and will continue 
to be - a part of people’s lives because it 
reminds them of the rich heritage of Kenya, it 
traditions, values and culture, of which they 
are very proud. 

KIMBO is available in in 50g sachets, 100g 
packets and tubs, 250g tubs, 500g tubs, 
1kg tubs, 2kg tubs and 4kg tubs. SKU 

expansion has been happening over the 
years, the latest being the introduction of the 
4kg tub in June 2002 and the 250g tub in 
August 2004.

KIMBO has received several awards and 
accolades for quality, innovation and service.  
The most recent of these is a fortification 
certificate for containing vitamin A, an 
essential vitamin for people living in 
developing nations - especially children to - 
prevent eyesight deficiencies.

Where is KIMBO available?

Everywhere!

“KIMBO is not just a 
cooking medium,” states 
Yukeh Manasseh, Brand 
manager, Bidco. “It is 
essential Kenya in every 
way. Its heritage is long 
and glorious and has been 
a part of millions of Kenyan 
families and continues to 
dominate kitchens not just 
in Kenya but across east 
and central Africa. People 
love it immensely and it 
shows on their faces, in 
their sparkling eyes.” 

What does KIMBO mean 
to Kenyans? 

“In a way everything-,” 
says Caroline Onoka. 

Everything -really? 

One is skeptical and she rushes to clarify 
“-Everything good and nice. It’s a brand, no- 
cut that out - it is a lifestyle that I have lived 
through; continue to live through. Childhood 
memories are filled with tubs of KIMBO 
prominently placed in the brain’s window sills. 
And memories of the delicious, stomach-
filling and heart-warming dishes are hard to 
erase.” 

We asked a young man walking on Uhuru 
Highway what KIMBO meant to him or what 
it reminded him. 

He contemplated on the question for a 
moment and said matter-of-factly - “Mom.” 

Having said that he looked at us without 
really looking at us, as if lost in thoughts, 
smiled and walked away pensively. Perhaps 
we had reminded him of his mother. 

We left it at that.

You cannot beat a statement like that.

Now over to you: 

What does KIMBO mean to you?      

COVER STORY
KIMBO SUPERSTAR

PHIL ANTHONY
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OUTSIDE BIDCO

Bidco’s Himanshu Dodhia 
(Team Leader – KPO) and His 
daughter Anokhi made history 
when they (after trekking for  
4 days and 49 kilometers, on 
Monday February 11th. 2014 
at 7:15 am, after braving the 
bad weather,) 47 climbers 

from  the total of 55 reached 
the summit of Point Lenana 
at an altitude of 16, 355 feet 

(4,950 metres)! Himanshu took 
it upon himself to make Bidco 

a part of this adventure by 
putting up a banner of Bidco 

at the Peak.

Kudos to Himanshu 
and Anokhi!

Father-Daughter duo
conquer Mt. Kenya!
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Au Revoir Amigos

SPORTS“IN MEMORIAM”
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The late Sandip Dave with Bidco 
colleagues at the HQ reception area.

...With Sylvia Awega

Last year was a tough one for all of us Bidco.

First we lost Mitul Shah in the horrific incident at Westgate. And 
some months later Sandip Dave succumbed to bad health.

Never more where we together than at this moment of mourning 
when we realised the loss of a beloved colleague can be so much 
traumatizing.

Yet they were both such lively and infectious in joy and giving that 
their spirit truly lives on with us.

God bless their souls infinitely.
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BIDCO UNITED 
FOOTBALL CLUB

This new year we are going to see 
Bidco United FC conquer new 
heights and be a part of the National 
Super League. And making this 
possible are two new senior 
additions to the Bidco United family 
– New Coach: Mr Sammy Omollo 
& Team Manager: Gabriel Olang. 
Both are accomplished individuals 
with a long list of testimonials. And 
of course 13 new players with three 
from across the borders.

SPORTS
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Bidco United new coach: Mr Sammy Omollo being 
interviewed by press immediately after new players 
joined the team

All the BUFC players and Management with the Directors



INTERNATIONAL WOMEN’S DAY

Bidco celebrated Woman’s Week with aplomb in the august company 
of James R Jordan Foundation. The foundation’s first project - Kenya 
Women & Children’s Wellness Centre and the US State department 
sponsored Africa Women Entrepreneurship Program were a part of 
the celebration. The annual event was organised by James R Jordan 
Foundation to award accomplished women in the Kenyan landscape.

The event held in the city today was graced by Mrs. Deloris Jordan, President and 
CEO, James R. Jordan Foundation International and the Key note address was 
done by US Ambassador to Kenya, Robert Godec. Speaking to women on the 
occasion, Mr Vimal Shah, CEO, Bidco, said, “The greatness of a civilization can 
be measured by how women are revered and treated across all levels. And that 
greatness of women can only come about by women themselves. You have the 
ability to overcome anything. Dream big. Think Big. And you will achieve anything. 
Nothing is impossible for a woman who has made up her mind.”

Highly impressed by a news story of a 65 year old granny who was using her 
grandchildren’s laptops and riding to the town on her bike to town to access the net, 
for emailing and chatting with friends, and the lack of her own personal computer, 
Bidco decided to surprise her with a free brand new lap top. Flying her down from 
Migori County the firm used the occasion to highlight their empathy and support for 
women at all fronts.

Said Vimal, “May we all learn from Mama Cecilia that age or gender does not matter. 
And education never stops.”                  

 Dream Big.
Think Big. And 
you will achieve 

anything. Nothing 
is impossible for 
a woman who 

has made up her 
mind.
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PEER EDUCATORS
Peer education is increasingly 
as one of the most widely used 
strategy in various organizations 
and institutions to address 
pandemic issues affecting 
employees/ individuals.

A concept that variously 
refers to an approach, a 
communication channel, a 
methodology, a philosophy 
and\or an intervention strategy; 
peer education is used to 
effect changes in knowledge, 
attitudes, perceptions, practices 
and beliefs at an individual, a 
group, or societal level.

Peer education can affect change 
either on individual level or in group 
by modifying norms and stimulating 
collective action that contributes to 
changes in policies and programs.

In BIDCO fraternity employees have 
benefited by knowing their wellbeing 
status in determining whether they 
have high blood pressure, prostate 
cancer, cervical cancer,HIV|AIDS 
among others.it is true that an ignorant 
sickling person will suffer stress will 
eventually lead to low productivity in his 
or her output.

Knowing your status helps you prepare 
psychologically, economically and 
even spiritually to plan how to deal 
with issues as they come as you all 
know that knowledge is power.it is 
all about behavior change. However, 
when it comes to behavior change 
communication, passing information 
is not the end but rather the means. 
The objective of the behavior change 
is not just to pass information on 

risky behaviors but rather to influence 
positive behaviors.

A peer Educator is a person who 
having undergone through some 
training, who has identified that some 
behaviors  that pose risk in the society 
and is willing to assist other people in 
his peerage to make informed decision 
concerning their behaviors.

The role of peer educator in workplace 
program is very crucial. While the 
role of management is to provide the 
necessary resources to implement the 
program activities. it is thus entirely 

PEER EDUCATION IN 
THE WORKPLACE

Concept, use, and challenges.

the role of peer educators to see to 
it that the activities have taken place. 
Therefore they must have, above 
many other qualities, the passion to 
communicate behavior change and 
willingness to volunteer themselves and 
their time, without which they cannot 
be effective in their roles.

Though it is very normal for every 
human to anticipate appreciation for 
hard-earned success, peer educators 
must always rely on their inner 
motivation to remain active in their 
roles.

OSCAR OTIENO, Chairman, Peer 
Educators’ Committee, Bidco          
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A sequel to the Bidco crossword.
How well do you know Bidco’s market leading, high quality 
products? Here’s a quiz for you. To find the  answers,  re-arrange 
the letters provided in the grids beneath.

Dear Bidco family, at the heart of every family there’s a mother. 
At the heart of every meal I am there. I am a pure white cooking 
fat bringing out the natural taste of your cooking and also contain 
the best of natural goodness. I am enriched with vitamin A (Good 
for preventing cancer, thyroid problems & night blindness) and 
vitamin D (Required for the proper regulation and absorption of the 
essential minerals in your body). I come with extra value and was 
awarded superbrands East Africa-2007. Which cooking fat am I?     

M O
I B

Mutua and Kamau are both mandazi sellers in the neighborhood. 
However, there is one problem. Mutua has many customers and 
sells more mandazis than Kamau despite Kamau’s mandazis being 
bigger in size. So, what’s the secret behind Mutua’s success?

Kamau: Tafadhali bwana Mutua, niambie ni siri gani unatumia ili 
kupata wateja wengi?            

Mutua: ( Laughs) He he he! Rafiki yangu Kamau, kwani wewe 
hutumia baking powder gani kukaanga      mandazi?         

Kamau: Mimi hutumia baking powder yoyote.

Mutua: Hiyo ndiyo shida. Ni vizuri ukizingatia quality na wala sio 
quantity. Kwa mandazi laini, nyororo na yenye utamu, tumia baking 
powder kutoka kampuni ya Bidco. Ukifanya hivyo utapata wateja 
wengi.

I am the most preffered baking powder and I may be used in making 
all kinds of cakes, pastries, puddings and mandazi. Who am I?

I N A Z A
A R M D I

Hi, am a new Pro-Activ liquid detergent with ultra-superior 
formulation and am excellent for hand wash and machine wash. 
Am also suitable for colored as well as white clothing, penetrating 
deep into the fabric giving you 2.5 times more power to remove 
the toughest of stains. I have antibacterial agents who work to kill 
all germs leaving your clothes free of bacteria and odour and with 
24 hour encapsulated fragrance. I am your total laundry solution. 
Who am I? 

E W B
P Y O
O R  

Somewhere in Nairobi, 07:00hrs…

       Breakfast time. A whole family is seated around the dining table 
having breakfast. They are enjoying tea                               served 
with bread spread with this delicious margarine. 

…at a bakery in Thika, 09:30hrs… 

Workers are busy in the bakery preparing ingredients in order to 
commence on baking breads and cakes. The supervisor calls out 
to remind them “hey guys, have you already put in the margarine?”

…in Maasai mara Game reserve, 12:20hrs… 

Tourists from the wild safari tour arrive at the hotel hungry and tired. 
The waiter approach to welcome them and take their orders.

Waiter: Welcome to our hotel, what can I serve you?

Tourist 1: Please bring me grilled goat meat.

Tourist 2: I will have stewed chicken.

The waiter serves them right away. A few minutes later, the tourists 
beckon the waiter and instruct him to call the chef for them.

Tourist 1: This meat is so yummy Sir, what did you use?

Chef: Thank you Sir. For stewing, grilling and baking finger licking 
food, I always use _____ margarine.

This is the most nutritious margarine and good for the whole 
family. Its regular uses include: Spreading, melting, sauces, frying & 
stewing, baking & desserts, roasting & grilling. It has the goodness 
and rich in vitamin A, D, B1, B2, B6, B12 and folic acid thus making 
it the most preferred margarine. Which margarine is this?

D I S
Y D B

 

For over 30 years, I have been the number one corn oil for cooking, 
salad dressing and a host of other culinary use. I’m made from the 
finest hand-picked corn seeds, and am a rich source of omega 
6 fatty acids that are important for a healthy body. I enhance the 
flavor of food and adds a delightful touch which makes me ‘The 
famous corn oil’. I was awarded superbrands East Africa – 2007. 
Which corn oil am I?

T E I N
L O A  

Attention!! To all women who want it all! Introducing an all in one 
anti-bacterial skin care beauty soap, coming in four different 
variants:

HAPPY HEALTHY QUIZ EVANS ODUNDO
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a)  Rose & Glycerine: For a rich creamy lather that smoothens, 
pampers and prevents the skin from drying leaving it 
moisturized, clean and smooth.

b)  Aloe Vera & Herbs: Has a deep cleansing action. For young, 
soft skin all the time.

c)  Lemon Fresh: Has the power to protect skin cells from 
pollution, UV light and other free radicals.

d)  Lily & Almond: Nourishes and moisturizes the skin 
maintaining moisture balance.

Now beautiful ladies, which beauty soap am I?

U R T
N P A
& L R
A U E

Bad news, germs and stains are unhealthy for us. But be not afraid 
because there’s good news, I am here with a double-power to 
kill 99.9% household germs. I am a new Lemon Fresh scouring 
powder, all-purpose cleaner for kitchen sinks and basin cleaning, 
toilet bowl cleaning and removal of stains and grease from pots 
and pans. I can also be used for scouring floors and removing dirt 
from bath tubs and bathroom floors, leaving your house sparkling 
clean and free from harmful germs. You need not worry about your 
toddler crawling on the floor, or cockroaches and other vermins 
invading your territory. Cleanliness is next to Godliness, thus a 
clean home is every family’s dream. Invite me to your home today 
and let me do wonders, but first tell me what’s my name?

U R
N U

It is no secret that diet plays a major role in a pregnant mother’s 
life. It is important to note that the food the mother eats should 
provide nutrients for both her and the baby. I play a key role in foetal 
development by supplying the baby with vitamin E. I am a premium 
quality oil with a distinctive taste that comes from a blend of refined 
palm olein, refined soybean oil, extra virgin olive oil, antioxidants 
and vitamins. Which oil am I?

E I O D G
L O L V  

Baba John is a mechanic at a local garage. Every evening he arrives 
home with oily and greasy clothes. This used to be a big headache 
for Mama John because of the challenge of cleaning the clothes 
to rid them of the stains and odour. But not anymore. Ever since 
she tried this white superior washing bar soap with glycerin, she’s 
never had a regret. She’s all smiles whenever she’s using this purity 

& quality assured bar soap which has more foam, lasts longer and 
has a great value for money. This white superior washing bar leaves 
an exciting fresh fragrance on all your washings. Which bar soap 
is this?

T A W S R
H E T I  

Hallo mothers at home, I am bringing you pure vegetable cooking 
oil made from fully refined palm olein enriched with vitamins A & 
D. This is the most preferred cooking oil by moms because when 
poured on the frying pan, it emits a sweet smelling aroma and 
leaves everybody yearning to know what’s cooking. It is convenient 
outside and healthy inside, and also fries more and lasts longer. 
Which cooking oil is this?

L Y D
E G N
R F O

Nani ata gundua siri ya utamu? Well, here’s the clue to discovering 
the secret. This is a yellow vegetable fat that contains natural 
antioxidants. It maintains consistent stability at high temperatures, 
so even after several fries, it retains its goodness. It has a delicious 
flavor, thus will give an aromatic taste to chapatti, mandazi and 
biryani. It is enriched with beta-carotene which is pro-vitamin A.

Which yellow cooking fat is this?

O C Y
W B O

Introducing the new all natural soap, good for babies’ clothes and 
perfect for delicate fabrics giving you the peace of mind knowing 
that your baby is comfortable in the nappies. Babies’ clothes will 
be extra soft after washing in this soap. Just put a hand-full of this 
soap in hot water and allow it to dissolve by stirring, and then soak 
clothes for about an hour before washing. This soap is made from 
100% pure vegetable oils and water. It is mild and do not contain 
bleaches, chemicals, perfumes or dyes making it the best soap for 
babies, pets and people with sensitive skin and allergies. What are 
you waiting for? Rush to your nearest supermarket and grab one 
while stocks last… but before you do, you have to identify which 
natural soap this is… Pure & Natural ____  ____.

L S E A
P A F O S

  

HAPPY HEALTHY QUIZ
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The secret of success
A young man asked Socrates the secret to success. 
Socrates told the young man to meet him near the 
river the next morning .They met. Socrates asked 
the young man to walk with him toward the river. 
When the water got up to their neck, Socrates took 
the young man by surprise and ducked him into the 
water. The boy struggled to get out but Socrates 
was strong and kept him there until the boy started 
turning blue.

Socrates pulled his head out of the water and the first thing the 
young man did was to gasp and take a deep breath of air. Socrates 
asked, “What did you want the most when you were there?” The 
boy replied, “Air.” Socrates replied, “That is the secret to success. 
When you want success as badly as you wanted the air, then you 
will get it. There is no other secret.” 

The motivation to succeed comes from the burning desire to 
achieve a purpose. Napoleon Hill wrote, “Whenever the mind of 
man can conceive and believe, the mind can achieve.” A burning 
desire is the starting point of all accomplishment. Just like a small 
fire cannot give much heat, a weak desire cannot produce great 
results. 

Life is like a Cafeteria
A friend’s grandfather came to America from Eastern Europe. After 
being processed at Ellis Island, he went into a cafeteria in lower 
Manhattan to get something to eat. He sat down at an empty table 
and waited for someone to take his order. Of course nobody did. 
Finally, a woman with a tray full of food sat down opposite him and 
informed him how a cafeteria worked.

“Start out at that end,” she said. “Just go along the line and pick 
out what you want. At the other end they’ll tell you how much you 
have to pay.”

“I soon learned that’s how everything works in America,” the 
grandfather told a friend. “Life’s a cafeteria here. You can get 
anything you want as long as you are willing to pay the price.

You can even get success, but you’ll never get it if you wait for 
someone to bring it to you. You have to get up and get it yourself.”

How to get what I want…
How to get what I want? You’ve heard the expression, “What you 
see is what you get.” My grandfather used to say: “If you look at a 
tree long enough, it will move.” We see what you want to see.

STORIES

INSPIRING TRUE STORIES

What makes you tick? What makes you, you?  
What makes your success rate go up? 

Read this stories to know that everything is within our realms.
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STORIES

TEAM WORK

Psychologists tell us that nothing controls our live more than our 
self-image. We live like the person we see in the mirror. We are 
what we think we are. If you don’t think you’ll see be successful, 
you won’t. You can’t be it if you can’t see it. Your life is limited to 
your vision. If you want to change your life, you must change your 
vision of your life. 

Arnold Schwarzenegger was not that famous in 1976 when he met 
with a newspaper reporter. The reporter asked Schwarzenegger, 
“Now that you’ve retired from bodybuilding, what do you plan to 
do next?”

Schwarzenegger 
answered very 

calmly and confidently:  
“I’m going to be the  

#1 movie star  
in Hollywood. 

                           

THE HPC VALUE STREAM MEMBERS AT SOAP 2
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Schwarzenegger answered very calmly and confidently: “I’m going 
to be the #1 movie star in Hollywood.” The report was shocked 
and amused at Schwarzenegger’s plan. At that time, it was very 
hard to imagine how this muscle-bound body builder, who was 
not a professional actor and who spoke poor English with a strong 
Austrian accent, could ever hope to be Hollywood’s star! 

So the reporter asked Schwarzenegger how he planned to make 
his dream come true, Schwarzenegger said, I will do it.... the same 
way I became the Mr Universe. What I do was to create a vision of 
who I want to be, then I start living like that person in my mind as if it 
were already true.” Sounds almost childishly simple, doesn’t it? But 
it worked! Schwarzenegger DID become the highest paid movie 
star in Hollywood and then as Governor of California!! Remember: 
“If you can see it, you can be it.”                     




